SECURITY FOR HEAD OF STATES
G7-summit at Elmau Castle
Elmau Castle, June 2015: The head of states of the seven major economic nations
are meeting for the G7-summit at the foot of the Alpes. The mountain panorama and
a prestigious hotel view dominate the world press’s front pages and TV news for two
days. A large staff of security personnel transforms the hotel into a high-security
zone for these two days. In the background Teckentrup doors ensure that neither fire
nor smoke can majorly damage the hotel which had opened in spring – even after the
security personnel has been withdrawn.
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The task
Preparations began long before Obama and
Merkel, Hollande, Cameron and further heads
of states met for the G7-summit in 2015. The
venue had to be presentable and offer enough
space and be particularly safe. Elmau Castle,
opened in Krün in spring 2015 was selected:
a new five-star tract, that modernly extends
the traditional castle hotel southeast of
Garmisch-Partenkirchen.
During the summit meeting, the hotel and the
surrounding area are a high security zone. But
even when the troops of politicians, security
staff and journalists have left the Alps (and security levels are back to normal), the five-star
hotel has high security requirements.

The solution
The supply and technical rooms are in the basement of the hotel: boiler
room, laundry, warehouse, etc. The focus here is on function-oriented
solutions, such as robust doors that offer high reliability - such as the
Teckentrup „62-door” series. The modular system always provides
matching solutions for various situations – for example, with individual
smoke and fire protection, or with the sizes of one-leaf or double leafelements.
In Elmau Castle, the doors of the 62-series are installed as T90 fireprotective barriers where higher levels of fire-protection are required, and
wherever further functions were required multi-purpose doors (Teckentrup dw 62) are in use – for example as outside doors. In order to protect
the passageways between guest and operating areas from unauthorised
access and enabling easy opening at the same time, the doors were equipped with contactless access control via chip cards.
The details are just as high-quality: Strike and face plates are appealing
and durable made of stainless steel (SAE304); most doors have sliding
door closers or even integrated door closers. In many cases, integrated
hold-open devices increase comfort and escape route control is ensured by
self-locking panic locks.
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Functions and dimensions for each door were
defined precisely in advance. Thanks to the variable system, all requirements were always met.
When installing the doors, the variable frame and
mounting system proved its worth: Only one screw
per fastening point in exposed masonry ensures
short installation times; and since these points are
concealed, not a single screw head disturbs the
appearance. Furthermore, the frame solutions are
as variable as the doors themselves and always
offer ideal connection methods for diverse installation situations.
Best things come in small packages – the flaps to
the laundry shafts one fitted on each of the four
floors. In the event of a fire, the shafts would work
like chimney. That‘s why the convenient flaps are
fire-proof (T90) and are equipped with a door closer and integrated hold-open device.
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Five-Star-Hotel Elmau Castle nearby
Garmisch-Partenkirchen – venue of the
G7-summit 2015 and centre of the world’s
interest for two days.
The location is ideal: On the one hand
overviewing the mountains offers a
spectacular panorama, on the other
hand the hotel is situated away from
big settlement areas and access roads
and can thus be protected easier than a
place in the heart of a metropolis. With
128 rooms in the main building and
47 suites in the new building, several
conference rooms and the “large hall“
as well as numerous restaurants, the
facility also comprises sufficient space
for a summit of this size.
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